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The Vito Tourer. 
Raise your game.
You’re always ready to get going. Committed to your job. Love new challenges.  
You deserve a vehicle which was designed with you in mind: the Vito Tourer. A van 
that doesn’t just fulfil the tasks it’s set but also acts as your business card and 
offers flexibility, safety, economic efficiency and quality. A specialist in professional 
passenger transport – from a genuine commercial vehicle specialist.

Developed for users who are looking for one hundred percent commitment,  
the Vito Tourer brings to the road the ultimate in versatility, comfort and 
dependable Mercedes-Benz quality. With fuel consumption of up to 47.1mpg1,  
it is more econom ical than ever, contributing to your long-term success every mile 
of the way. And to help you get where you want to be even more safely and reliably, 
it offers you an excellent level of safety equipment as standard, with numerous 
innovative assistance and safety systems such as ATTENTION ASSIST and 
Crosswind Assist. Whether front-wheel or rear-wheel drive, Vito Tourer PRO or 
SELECT – simply choose the best vehicle for your business. One thing is certain: 
the Vito Tourer won’t shun any location or shirk any challenge.

Mercedes-Benz Vans. Born to run.

1  Applies to Vito Tourer 116 BlueTEC, with standard BlueEFFICIENCY package, long vehicle length, manual transmission and registration as a passenger car.  
CO2 emissions: 158g/km. 

The Vito Tourer
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More possibilities.

Flexibility

You set the course – and the Vito Tourer will take care of everything else.  
The PRO and SELECT models now give you even more flexibility when it comes to 
transporting your passengers. 

Whether you are operating a tireless taxi and tour business, a club vehicle,  
a hotel shuttle or transporting a work crew – with its range of configurations, seating 
from 2 to 9, along with numerous equipment choices, the Vito Tourer is as individual 
as your passengers. But not only that: it’s always eager to show its versatile side 
outside working hours too. 

The comfortable and flexibly adjustable comfort seat benches in the first and second row seat up to nine in 
the Vito Tourer SELECT.
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Full power ahead.  
With two drive variants.

Suspension and drive configuration

Anyone can arrive. The trick is to keep going. Whether you’re involved in inner city 
transport or have to travel country-wide – with a choice of two drive variants the  
Vito Tourer is the first vehicle in its class to be so individually tailored to your 
needs, front or rear-wheel drive. With electromechanical power steering as standard  
and the optional 7-speed automatic transmission 7G-TRONIC PLUS1, the result 
is efficiency, smooth performance and ride comfort comparable with a car.

The standard 6-speed manual transmission is also designed to ensure an optimum 
balance between performance and consumption. Whichever drive variant you choose, 
with its comfortable chassis set-up and independent suspension, the Vito Tourer will 
keep you going where others fail.

The Vito Tourer is the first van in its class to offer the choice of front or rear-wheel drive. 

4 x 2 4 x 2

1 Available for rear-wheel drive models only.
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Foresight is the key to long-term success. That’s why the Vito Tourer offers the  
cutting-edge safety equipment you expect in a Mercedes-Benz van. Unique in its class: 
optional COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST. It constantly monitors the distance between 
your van and the vehicle in front, outputs an audible and visible warning before a potential 
collision and automatically boosts the braking power in the event of danger, helping  
you to avoid rear-end collisions. And because every journey ends with parking the vehicle, 
Active Parking Assist is there to help where space is tight.

The COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST combines proximity and collision warning with Brake Assist BAS PRO.

Achieve your goals.  
Safely.
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You leave nothing to 
chance. Neither do we.

Safety

The Vito Tourer shows the way: with its pioneering safety systems it not only  
enhances safety for you and your passengers but, thanks to standard features 
such as Crosswind Assist, ATTENTION ASSIST and the latest generation of the 
Electronic Stability Programme ESP®, for other road users too. As usual, 
Mercedes-Benz also sets a good example when it comes to protecting all of the 
vehicle occupants – with six airbags as standard1, including windowbags and 
thorax/pelvis sidebags for the driver and co-driver.

To extend your safety equipment, simply select from a wide range of further 
options2 – innovations which set new standards and help you to arrive even more 
safely at your destination.

1  Driver airbag, co-driver airbag, windowbags and thorax/pelvis sidebags fitted as standard for Vito Tourer PRO and SELECT. 
2 See page 28 and www.mbvans.co.uk

Driving Assistance package Lane Tracking package

COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST • –
Lane Keeping Assist • •
Blind Spot Assist • •

01

02

06



COLLISION PREVENTION 
ASSIST combines a distance 
and collision warning 
with Brake Assist BAS PRO.

The standard Crosswind  
Assist helps prevent  
lateral drift from gusting 
crosswinds.

Lane Keeping Assist can help 
to avoid accidents resulting 
from the vehicle unintentionally 
leaving its lane.

Blind Spot Assist can help 
prevent accidents when 
changing lane, for example  
on motorways.

The LED Intelligent Light 
System adapts the lights  
variably to the light, road and 
weather conditions.

The reversing camera shows  
a photorealistic image  
of your surroundings with  
dynamic guide lines and  
an indication of the direction  
of travel. 

01 02 03 0604 0501 02 03 0604 0501 02 03 0604 05

03

04

05
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Economic miracle:  
up to 47.1mpg.1

Reliability and economy

In choosing the Vito Tourer you are choosing the reliability and durability of a  
Mercedes-Benz, something demonstrated by features such as the vehicle’s fully  
galvanised body. You are also able to benefit from reduced repair and maintenance 
costs. But not only that: with its fuel-efficient engines and innovative BlueEFFICIENCY 
technologies the Vito Tourer achieves outstanding emissions figures, helping you  
to a successful economic future. Thanks to a combination of ongoing technical  
development and additional consumption-reducing measures, we have reduced fuel 
consumption by an average of 20%. Giving you – with consumption figures from as  
low as 47.1mpg1 and service intervals of up to 24,000 miles – the most sustainable 
Vito of all time.

The standard BlueEFFICIENCY package2 reduces consumption and CO2 emissions with the following measures:

ECO start/stop function temporarily switches off the engine when the vehicle is stationary

Optimised aerodynamics 

Fuel-efficiency alternator with improved efficiency takes the strain off the engine

1  Applies to Vito Tourer 116 BlueTEC, with BlueEFFICIENCY package, long vehicle length, manual transmission and registration as a passenger car. 
CO2 emissions: 158g/km. 2 Standard equipment for Vito Tourer rear-wheel drive models in conjunction with registration as a passenger car.
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Sit back and  
enjoy your work.

Let’s turn to the enjoyable side of your job: from the various information, entertainment 
and communication systems with standard SD card slot and USB port to the practical 
multifunction steering wheel, optionally trimmed in chrome and leather, and the 
electromechanical power steering – the impressive Vito Tourer models deliver the 
ultimate in ride comfort, optimum functionality and top quality. With its spacious design, 
high-quality mate rials and a wealth of further equipment features, the interior offers 
everything you need for your business. And because every business needs good 
organisational skills, we have equipped the Vito Tourer with a wealth of practical 
stowage compartments for a tidy interior.

Interior

1  Optional equipment.

Diverse range of equipment:

3-spoke multifunction steering wheel with trip computer

Chrome trim in instrument panel and door panels1

Twin co-driver’s seat1

Functional stowage facilities and compartments

Semi-automatic air conditioning TEMPMATIC in rear1

Information and communication systems such as the standard Audio 15 radio and the optional Becker® MAP PILOT 
navigation system1

Comfort seats for driver/co-driver1

Heated seats for driver/co-driver1

Cruise control with SPEEDTRONIC speed limiter

Adjustable steering column (optional for Tourer PRO)
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Vito Tourer.
The Vito Tourer is your robust and reliable partner for impressively economical passenger 
transport. While helping you to save, these vehicles are extremely generous. This is  
particularly true of the space they offer, with room for up to nine people on board with  
the maximum number of seats fitted. The standard-fit safety equipment is impressive,  
including features such as ATTENTION ASSIST, Crosswind Assist, Hill-Start Assist,  
a tyre pressure monitoring system and a range of airbags for the driver and co-driver. 

All in all, the Vito Tourer models have what it takes to be a reliable partner for your business 
for many years to come.

The standard-fit Crosswind Assist helps to prevent lateral drift of the vehicle due to gusting crosswinds. 

ATTENTION ASSIST, a standard feature, is able to detect the typical signs of fatigue based on numerous parameters and so 
warn the driver.

 

Exterior:

6-speed manual transmission 

16-inch steel wheels 6.5 J x 16 ET 52 with size 195/65 R 16 tyres 

Adaptive brake lights

Electromechanical steering 

Comfort suspension (in conjunction with rear-wheel drive)

Interior:

Lockable and illuminated glove compartment

Airbags for driver and co-driver

Driver and co-driver seat with manual adjustment and attractive fabric upholstery

Seat-belt warning device for driver and co-driver

Tailgate with window and wipe/wash system

Side wall and door panelling in passenger compartment with hardboard panels

Seat mounts in passenger compartment with quick-release attachment system for two seat rows
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The passenger compartment of the Vito Tourer can be configured according to requirements: for example with a 2-seater bench in the first row and a 3-seater bench in the second. The 2-seater bench allows generous through-access to the rear. All seats 
are fitted with integral 3-point seat belts and height-adjustable headrests. Child seats with ISOFIX attachment points can be fitted to up to four seats.
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Vito Tourer PRO.

The passenger compartment of the Vito Tourer PRO offers space for seven passengers as standard. The outer seat has an EASY-ENTRY function, allowing comfortable through-access to the second seat row. If required, this seat can be completely removed. 
All seats are fitted with integral 3-point seat belts and height-adjustable headrests. Child seats with ISOFIX attachment points can be fitted to all seats.
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The steering wheel is adjustable for reach and rake to allow drivers of different sizes to adopt an individual, ergonomic posture.

The interior trim makes the interior more attractive and offers additional stowage space.

The Vito Tourer PRO seats eight as standard. The adaptable seating means that it can  
also be transformed into a 5-seater, 4-seater or 2-seater. This flexibility is the result of 
the seat mounts in the passenger compartment with their quick-release attachment system.  
If you have bulky items to transport, the seat benches can be removed, transforming 
the passenger compartment into a spacious load compartment in next to no time. 

The steering wheel, adjustable for reach and rake, and the electrically adjustable, heated  
exterior mirrors make life more convenient for the driver, while heat-insulating windows  
all round and practical stowage compartments in the side wall panelling enhance the comfort  
of everyone in the passenger compartment.

Additional standard equipment for the Vito Tourer PRO (selection):

Exterior:

Heated and electrically adjustable exterior mirrors 

Tinted glass all round

Interior:

3-seater bench seat in the first row of the passenger compartment, with folding and removable outer seat 

3-seater bench seat in the second row of the passenger compartment 

Illuminated mirrors on sun visors 

Overhead control unit with two reading lights 

Multifunction steering wheel with trip computer

Synthetic floor in passenger compartment, dirt-resistant and easy to clean 

Audio 15 infotainment system

Injection-moulded side wall and door trim in passenger compartment with practical stowage compartments

Thorax/pelvis sidebags and windowbags in front
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Vito Tourer SELECT.
The Vito Tourer SELECT is your specialist for particularly comfortable passenger transport. 
Its attractive exterior, with 16-inch light-alloy wheels and colour-coded bumpers, invites  
you to step inside. In the passenger compartment passengers are treated to comfort seat 
benches with armrests and adjustable backrests and headrests. 

Thanks to the seat rail system and the quick-release attachment mechanisms, the position  
of the seat benches is adaptable. The driver too has plenty of reasons to enjoy the ride:  
the comfort driver’s seat can be adjusted individually. The multifunction steering wheel with 
trip computer and the instrument cluster with high-quality display make it easy to call up  
information and control vehicle functions, while the TEMPMATIC air conditioning helps the 
driver to keep a cool head.

TEMPMATIC automatic temperature control regulates the desired temperature for the driver and front passenger.

Inviting: the Vito Tourer SELECT with optional 17-inch light-alloy wheels and standard bumpers and detachable body parts 
painted in body colour.

 

Exterior:

Front and rear colour-coded bumpers and removable body parts

16-inch 10-spoke light-alloy wheels

Interior:

3-seater comfort bench seat in the first and second passenger rows, with folding and removable outer seat 

Headlamp Assist for automatic activation and deactivation of the headlamps 

TEMPMATIC air conditioning

Comfort driver’s and front passenger’s seats 

Light package with interior and ambient lighting 

Rain sensor for automatic adjustment of the windscreen wiper frequency 

Seat rail system in passenger compartment with quick-release attachment mechanism 

Carpet in passenger compartment 

Chrome trim in instrument panel and door panels
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The comfortable and flexibly adjustable comfort seat benches in the first and second row seat up to six in the Vito Tourer SELECT.
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The Vito Tourer highlights.

For a long, reliable partnership. 
You’re certain to appreciate your Vito Tourer as a partner. 
Which is why we do all we can to ensure that it’s a long, 
reliable relationship. You will take delivery of a well-honed 
vehicle in Mercedes-Benz quality – one which has undergone 
extensive testing and passed with flying colours. 

The Vito Tourer is designed to cope with the tough demands 
placed on a commercially used vehicle. And its extensive 
corrosion protection with fully galvanised body ensures that, 
even after years of use, it still makes a good impression for 
your business.

Ready when you are. 
In choosing the Vito Tourer you choose a vehicle you can  
rely on – 365 days a year, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.  
A vehicle that offers the ultimate in availability, supporting you 
around the clock, wherever your work takes you. Because 
for us “Mercedes-Benz Vans. Born to run.” isn’t just a 
slogan, it’s a promise.

www.mbvans.co.uk
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Playing it safe.
Your safety and that of your passengers is something you 
should entrust to a specialist. The first-class standard-fit  
safety equipment in the Vito Tourer includes features such 
as Crosswind Assist and ATTENTION ASSIST. On top of  
this there are airbags and seat belt reminders for the driver 
and co-driver. Thorax/pelvis sidebags and windowbags  
in the front round off the standard safety equipment in the 
Vito Tourer PRO and the Vito Tourer SELECT. 

As an option, your safety can be further enhanced by  
COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST, a unique feature in this 
segment, Lane Keeping Assist and Blind Spot Assist.

Flexible whichever way you look at it.
The Vito Tourer’s flexibility impresses right from the outset 
with its selection of model variants: the Vito Tourer PRO and 
Vito Tourer SELECT each have special talents which you 
can tailor individually to your needs. They all share a generous 
spaciousness, impressive reliability and economy. Their 
range of drive systems is unique: front-wheel, rear-wheel 
and all-wheel drive are all on offer. 

And because of the high payload – up to 120kg more than  
in the previous model series – outstanding use can be made 
of the space.

Getting more out of every journey.
Economy and sustainability are specialities of the Vito Tourer. 
Extensive BlueEFFICIENCY measures have increased 
efficiency by around 20% compared with similar engines
in the previous model series. With the BlueEFFICIENCY 
package, the 119 BlueTEC variant achieves competitive fuel 
consumption of 47.1mpg1. 

Thanks to its solid quality and improved ease of repair, the 
Vito Tourer has the edge when it comes to repair costs too. 
And long service intervals of up to 24,000 miles reduce 
maintenance costs. All in all, it’s clear that the Vito Tourer 
leads its class in terms of economic efficiency.

1 Applies to Vito Tourer 116 BlueTEC long, with standard BlueEFFICIENCY package, manual transmission and registration as a passenger car. CO2 emissions: 158g/km.
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A van for today. With the drive system of tomorrow.
The two 4-cylinder diesel engines with common-rail direct injection and  
turbocharging form the basis for the Vito Tourer’s economical and sustainable  
operation. The 1598cc engine is available in two output ratings and the  
2143cc in three. Depending on the engine, you can choose between front-wheel 
and rear-wheel drive. In conjunction with the BlueEFFICIENCY package,  
the 116 BlueTEC variant offers a competitive fuel consumption figure of 47.1mpg1.

The most powerful engine (190hp) achieves around a 14mpg improvement over  
a comparable engine in the previous model series, while delivering the same  
levels of torque. Thanks to BlueTEC technology, models comply with the stringent 
Euro 6 emissions standard. With the aid of selective catalytic reduction,  
harmful nitrous oxides in the exhaust gas are converted into water and nitrogen.

1  Applies to Vito Tourer 116 BlueTEC long, with BlueEFFICIENCY package, manual transmission and registration as a passenger car.  
CO2 emissions: 158g/km. 

The 4-cylinder diesel engine with (190hp) combines agile performance with a high level of environmental responsibility.

The engines for the Vito Tourer at a glance:

88hp (65kW), 1598cc, 230Nm, 6-speed manual transmission, front-wheel drive 

114hp (84kW), 1598cc, 270Nm, 6-speed manual transmission, front-wheel drive 

136hp (100kW), 2143cc, 330Nm, 6-speed manual transmission, optional 7G-TRONIC PLUS, rear-wheel drive 

163hp (120kW), 2143cc, 380Nm, 6-speed manual transmission, optional 7G-TRONIC PLUS, rear-wheel drive 

190hp (140kW), 2143cc, 440Nm, 7G-TRONIC PLUS, rear-wheel drive 
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Paintwork and upholstery.

The standard and metallic paint finishes1 shown here are just a few of the possibilities available for your Vito Tourer. Other optional colours are available for special paint finishes (non-metallic).

1  Metallic paint finishes available as optional equipment at extra cost. 

Upholstery

Tunja fabric in black

Artificial leather upholstery

black Santiago fabric (only with Bunk Package)

Standard paints

arctic white

navy blue (new)

granite green (new)

pebble grey

jupiter red (new)

rock crystal white metallic

flint grey metallic 

obsidian black metallic

cavansite blue metallic (new)

brilliant silver metallic

indium grey metallic (new)

dolomite grey metallic

Metallic paints1
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○  Blind Spot Assist can help prevent accidents when 
changing lane, for example on motorways.

○   The LED Intelligent Light System adjusts the 
headlamps to suit the light, road and weather conditions.

○  The reversing camera shows a photorealistic image  
of your surroundings with dynamic guide lines and an 
indication of the direction of travel.

Standard and optional equipment.
Safety.

○  COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST combines a distance 
and collision warning with Brake Assist BAS PRO.

●  Crosswind Assist helps to prevent you from drifting out 
of your lane in strong crosswinds.

●  ATTENTION ASSIST can use a variety of parameters to 
detect signs of tiredness and alert the driver.

○  Lane Keeping Assist can help prevent accidents 
caused by unintentional departure from your lane.

●  The airbags for the driver and co-driver and thorax/ 
pelvis sidebags and windowbags in the front form part of 
the standard safety equipment.

● Standard equipment   ○ Optional equipment
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○  THERMOTRONIC regulates the temperature, airflow and 
air distribution separately for the driver and co-driver.

●  Heated window in tailgate/rear door with wipe/ 
wash system.

●  Electromechanical steering offers variable steering  
assistance when driving, parking and manoeuvring.

●  Audio 15 features a high-resolution 14.7cm (5.8-inch) 
TFT display and numerous connection options including 
SD card, USB, Aux, Bluetooth® with audio streaming.

○  The automatic transmission 7G-TRONIC PLUS2 offers 
outstandingly smooth gear changes and tremendous  
potential for saving fuel.

○  TEMPMATIC semi-automatic climate control in the 
rear optimises ventilation in the passenger compartment 
with evenly distributed warm or cool air.

○  Comfort seats1, with their additional adjustment  
options, offer individual seat comfort in the front and  
in the passenger compartment.

Standard and optional equipment.
Comfort.

○  The Becker® MAP PILOT transforms the Audio 15 radio 
into a high-quality, intuitive navigation system.

1 Standard equipment for Vito Tourer SELECT. 2 Standard equipment for Vito Tourer 119 BlueTEC.
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Standard and optional equipment.
Functionality.

●  Cruise control helps to maintain a set speed, making 
the driver’s job easier. SPEEDTRONIC speed limiter also 
makes it easier to maintain a set speed, for example in 
motorway road works

●  The 3-spoke multifunction steering wheel with  
trip computer offers a pleasant touch and feel and 
impressive ergonomics.

○  The twin co-driver seat with adjustable headrests and 
3-point seat belts offers space for two co-drivers.

○  The 17-inch 20-spoke light-alloy wheels lend the  
vehicle a unique, dynamic design.

○  The practical centre console, with a stowage  
compartment for smaller items, is characteristic of  
the well-designed stowage concept.

○  The Mirror package includes automatically dimming 
mirrors and electrically folding exterior mirrors.

○   The stowage nets on the back of the driver and  
co-driver seats provide practical stowage space for  
e.g. maps or magazines.

○  Active Parking Assist helps the driver find somewhere 
to park and assists when reversing into or out of a 
parking space.

● Standard equipment   ○ Optional equipment
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○  The interior and ambient lighting function enhances 
comfort. It includes the reading light in the grab handle 
as well as courtesy lights.1

○  The electrically operated sliding doors can be opened 
and closed at the touch of a button. 

○  The Bunk package provides a comfortable place 
for sleeping.

○  Front and rear bumpers and detachable body  
parts painted in body colour1 further enhance the  
Vito Tourer’s looks.

○  The Table package offers various items 
designed to ensure an enjoyable journey in the 
passenger compartment.

○  The electrically operated vent windows in the  
passenger compartment provide additional ventilation.

○  The black tinted windows in the rear provide protection 
from prying eyes and prevent the passenger compartment 
from overheating when the sun is shining.

○  The roof rails allow bulky items to be transported on the 
vehicle roof and enhance the look of the vehicle.

1 Standard for Vito Tourer SELECT.
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Further standard and optional equipment.

Equipment | Standard and optional equipment

Interior

3-person bench seat row 1 ● –

3-seater bench seat row 2 ● –

3-seater folding seat bench, 1st row, comfort ○ ●

3-seater bench seat, 2nd row, comfort ○ ●

Locking, illuminated glove compartment ● ●

Warning lights for oil level, coolant level, brake fluid,  
brake pads, bulb failure and door closure

● ●

12V sockets for rear seat rows on right and left ○ ○

Electrically adjustable driver’s/co-driver’s seat ○ ○

Seat rail system with quick-release attachment mechanism 
for 2 seat rows

○ ●

Rear seat mounts with quick-release system (seat wells) ● –

Comfort overhead control panel ○ ●

Handle for entrance ● ●

Illuminated grab handle in rear with reading light ○ ●

Exit lamps ○ ●

Roof panelling and interior panelling in superior quality ● ●

Velour floor mats ○ ○

Plastic flooring ● ○

Carpets ○ ●

Packages

Driving Assistance package ○ ○

Lane Tracking package ○ ○

Parking package ○ ○

Anti-theft protection package ○ ○

Mirror package ○ ○

Exterior

Trailer coupling with ball-type head (fixed/removable) ○ ○

Exterior mirrors, electrically folding ○ ○

Exterior mirrors, heated and electrically adjustable ● ●

Electrical wiring for trailer socket ○ ○

Tailgate ● ●

Hinged rear doors ○ ○

16-inch 10-spoke light-alloy wheels ○ ●

18-inch 10-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels ○ ○

Sliding doors, passenger compartment ● ●

Fully galvanised body ● ●

Comfort

Hill-Start Assist ● ●

Heated front seats ○ ○

TEMPMATIC semi-automatic air conditioning system ○ ●

Leather-covered steering wheel and shift lever ○ ○

Steering wheel adjustable for reach and rake ● ●

Central locking with remote control ● ●

Heat insulating glass all round ● ●

Load compartment organiser (with two shopping crates) ○ ○

Heated window in tailgate/rear door with wipe/wash system ● ●

Electric immobiliser ● ●

Heating for windscreen washing systems ○ ○

Technology

6-speed manual transmission ● ●

7-speed automatic transmission 7G-TRONIC PLUS1 ○ ○

ASSYST service interval indicator ● ●

Washer fluid warning light ● ●

High-capacity fuel tank (70 litres) ○ ○

3.05t GVW ● ●

3.2t GVW ○ ○

BlueEFFICIENCY package2 ● ●

Diesel particulate filter ● ●

BlueTEC with SCR technology ● ●

Safety/chassis

Headlight assistant ○ ●

Halogen fog lamps ○ ○

ADAPTIVE ESP® (Electronic Stability Programme)  
in conjunction with ABS, ASR, EBV, BAS 

● ●

Adaptive brake lights ● ●

Third brake light ● ●

Seat-belt warning device for driver and front-passenger ● ●

Rain sensor ○ ●

PRE-SAFE® occupant protection system ○ ○

● Standard equipment   ○ Optional equipment   

1 Optional for rear-wheel drive models. 
2 Standard for rear-wheel drive models.

PRO PRO PROSELECT SELECT SELECT
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Genuine Accessories.

Becker® MAP PILOT navigation module (requires 
pre-installation code EV6). Transforms your  
Audio 15 radio into a high-performance navigation 
system with 3D map views. Becker® MAP PILOT 
uses the standard-fit 14.7cm colour TFT display and 
is conveniently operated via the Audio 15 keypad.

Load compartment tub, deep. Keeps the luggage compartment clean and protects it from scratches.  
Produced in lightweight, robust plastic. Not for panel van. For vehicle length Long and Extra Long. Not in  
conjunction with Code YG4 (load compartment organiser).

Rep floor mats (driver’s & co-driver’s). Durable, 
extremely hardwearing needle felt mats with 
embroidered Mercedes-Benz lettering.

Rear-mounted bicycle rack, on tailgate. Easy-to use, lockable rear-mounted bicycle rack, designed to provide secure transport for  
2 or 3 cycles. Rack is easy to attach to trailer coupling, and cycles are equally easy to fit to rack. Maximum payload of up to 30kg per  
rail, making rack suitable for most bikes.
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At your service.  
Anytime and anywhere. 
When you need us, we’re there. With some 3000 van service outlets across our European 
network and a wide range of support activities and financial services covering all aspects 
of the vehicle’s working life.

With Mercedes-Benz MobiloVan, we aim to keep you and your business on the move, 
providing complimentary roadside assistance for thirty years1. As long as you regularly 
service your van at an authorised Mercedes-Benz Commercial Vehicle Dealer, you 
and your vehicle are covered in the event of a breakdown, in the UK and Europe.

Our flexible Service Contract plans will help you keep your van running as its engineers 
intended and protect you against increases in labour rates, parts prices and inflation.

We also offer services to help boost cost-effectiveness and competitiveness – such as 
attractive leasing, financing and insurance solutions from Mercedes-Benz Financial 
Services or mobility services from Mercedes-Benz CharterWay – for calculable costs 
over the vehicle’s entire service life.

The following pages show our vehicle-related services. More details are available online  
or from your authorised Dealer. We’ve been supporting and funding UK businesses for 
over 23 years and in 2013 helped put 16,000 vehicles on the road. Over that time, we’ve 
completed more than 215,000 contracts and will work with you to find the best package 
for you.

1 Applies from 01.10.2012 for vehicles first registered on or after 01.10.2012. 

www.mbvans.co.uk
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Our financing products:
• Hire Purchase 
• Agility
  
  
  

Our leasing products:
•  Contract Hire
•  Operating Lease
• Finance Lease

Our insurance products:
•  Van Insurance
•  GAP Insurance
  
  

Financing. Leasing. Insurance.

Who better to insure your van than the people that made it?  
Our Mercedes-Benz Van Insurance has been specially 
designed for Mercedes-Benz van operators. 
 
The benefits are:
•  Guaranteed repairs using Mercedes-Benz GenuineParts 

at Mercedes-Benz Approved Repairers
•  Tool cover up to £500 (whilst tools are inside your van)
•  Repairs guaranteed for 3 years 
•  New vehicle replacement if your vehicle is written off or 

stolen and not recovered within the first 6 months of you 
buying it from new 

•  Unlimited cover for audio and communication equipment 
fitted by the factory or Dealer 

•  24/7 UK accident recovery to your nearest Mercedes-Benz 
Approved Repairer. For a no-obligation quote, call  
0345 606 0638 or visit www.mbvans.co.uk/vaninsurance 

Our lines are open Monday–Friday 8.30am–6.00pm and 
Saturdays 9.00am–2.00pm. Mercedes-Benz Van Insurance 
is underwritten by Aviva Insurance Limited.

You want a new vehicle with all the options you need but you 
only want to pay for using it. Attractive leasing rates tie up 
only a small proportion of your capital and you know exactly 
how much you have to pay each month.

Contract Hire 
Our Contract Hire plan has all the same benefits as Operating 
Lease, but a comprehensive fleet administration service 
makes it perfect for businesses that operate larger fleets. 
We manage all administration relating to tax discs, MOT  
reminders, speeding and parking fines on your behalf. 
Contract Hire with Repair & Maintenance offers fully 
comprehensive fleet management for your vehicles for 
peace of mind.

Operating Lease 
Operating Lease is a low-risk, low-cost solution providing the 
benefits of leasing a premium vehicle for a fixed period, 
without the risks of final ownership. Perfect for the smaller 
fleets and doesn’t require a large amount of upfront capital. 
Rental amount can be paid monthly or quarterly. 

Finance Lease 
Financial Lease is ideal if you want to lease a vehicle and show 
it as an asset on your balance sheet. The vehicle is hired 
for a fixed period without the option of ownership. Monthly or 
quarterly rental payments.
•  Fixed monthly payments mean no capital is tied up  

Vehicle financing from Mercedes-Benz Financial Services lets 
you pay for your chosen vehicle with manageable instalments. 
Depending on the finance product you choose, you can either 
own the vehicle or alternatively have the flexibility to decide on 
ownership, purchase and part-exchange or hand back the 
vehicle at the end of the contract term.

Hire Purchase
 Hire Purchase is the ideal choice for anyone looking at vehicle 
ownership finance options. It allows you to spread the 
payments for a vehicle – and once all of the payments have 
been made the vehicle is yours. All you have to decide is 
whether you want lower monthly rates with a balloon payment 
at the end or simple fixed payments over an agreed term.

 Agility
Agility is similar to Hire Purchase and is a method of 
acquisition but with more flexibility. It involves setting a 
Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) for the vehicle dependant on 
the term and proposed mileage, and with a balloon payment 
at the end of the term it reduces the monthly payments on 
your vehicle. Agility helps protect the customer against 
unplanned depreciation risk and offers 3 choices at the end 
of the agreement: purchase and part exchange, pay the 
balloon payment and own the vehicle or hand the vehicle 
back to Mercedes-Benz with no further payments (subject to 
excess mileage and damage charges). www.mbvans.co.uk
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1 Applies to vehicles purchased from an authorised Mercedes-Benz Dealer, originally destined for and first registered in the UK on or after 01.10.2012. To extend your coverage beyond the initial three years of warranty cover and up to a maximum of thirty years, have your vehicle serviced at one of our approved  
workshops and it will automatically be renewed until the next service is due. Terms and conditions apply. 2 Replacement vehicle subject to availability. 3 Please note cost is based on 3 services over a 36 month Service Care contract. Price exclusive of 20% VAT. Correct at time of print (October 2015).

Service and Parts.

Mercedes-Benz MobiloVan. Committed to keeping you 
moving: free Europe-wide roadside assistance for 30 years1.

With MobiloVan, as long as you regularly service your van 
at an authorised Mercedes-Benz Commercial Vehicle Dealer, 
you and your vehicle are covered in the event of a 
breakdown, wherever you are in the UK or in Europe.

This includes reimbursement of taxi fares and the provision of 
a replacement vehicle2. We will also keep you mobile and 
pay your expenses if your vehicle has to go into the workshop 
under warranty and the repairs are likely to take more than 
two hours. Your Mercedes-Benz Dealer will be happy to provide 
you with further details about conditions and coverage.

To request roadside assistance from the UK, please dial 
00800 3777 7777 or +44 (0) 207 660 9991.

From mainland Europe, please dial +44 (0) 207 660 9991.

Service Contracts. Wouldn’t it be good to know what lies 
ahead on the road? With Service Care you can.

A flexible Service Care plan lets you choose how many  
services to include and how much to pay, either in monthly 
or upfront payments. Whether you drive a new or used Citan, 
Vito or Sprinter, Service Care offers more benefits than simply 
spreading the cost of servicing. 

You can protect yourself against increases in labour rates, 
parts prices and inflation, and you can have your next service 
with Service Care, even if you have booked it already.

A Service Care contract for your Vito could cost as little as 
£9 per month3.

Dealer Network and Extended Opening Hours. Our network 
of Mercedes-Benz Commercial Vehicle Dealers are situated 
across 110 service points throughout the length and breadth 
of the UK, day and night, offering round-the-clock support. 

On average, our Dealer workshops are open up to 100 hours 
a week (including Saturdays), with over a third of these being 
open 24 hours a day throughout the working week, and over 
90% operating at least two shifts daily.

GenuineParts. We offer a comprehensive range of  
GenuineParts and ReManufactured GenuineParts for your 
Mercedes-Benz van. All fully guaranteed with a 24-month 
parts and labour warranty.
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Technical data.

Technical data

Compact Vito Tourer with 3200mm wheelbase

Key to the table: Figures for kerb weight and payload apply with standard 6-speed manual transmission. 
 1 Diesel particulate filter is standard equipment for all diesel engines. 2 Figures according to Directive 92/21/EC in the version applicable at the time of going to print. (With driver, 68kg, luggage, 7kg, all service fluids and tank 90% full.) 3 Equipment or equipment lines can affect the payload by increasing/

Key to the dimensions: 
All dimensions in mm. All figures apply to standard-specification vehicles. 
a) Roof rails (optional equipment) increase vehicle height by 48mm. 
b) Interior height. 
c) Distance between wheel arches. 
d) Maximum width of passenger compartment (measured at floor level). 
e) Measured at vehicle floor. 

Permissible GVW [t] 3.05

4 x 2 front-wheel drive

88hp (65kW) at 3800rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel1  
Euro 5b+ Gr. III | 1598cc | 230Nm at 1500–2000rpm

109 BlueTEC

114hp (84kW) at 3800rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel1  
Euro 5b+ Gr. III | 1598cc | 270Nm at 1500–2500rpm

111 BlueTEC

4 x 2 rear-wheel drive

136hp (100kW) at 3800rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel1  
Euro 6 Gr. III | 2143cc | 330Nm at 1200–2400rpm

114 BlueTEC

163hp (120kW) at 3800rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel1  
Euro 6 Gr. III | 2143cc | 380Nm at 1400–2400rpm

116 BlueTEC

190hp (140kW) at 3800rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel1  
Euro 6 Gr. I | 2143cc | 440Nm at 1400–2400rpm

119 BlueTEC

Kerb weight2, 3 [kg] at perm. GVW  PRO: 1981–1995 SELECT: 2016–2030

Payload3 [kg] with perm. GVW  PRO: 805–1069 SELECT: 770–1034 

Perm. gross combination weight [kg] 4050/4800/5050/55504

Maximum roof load [kg] | towing capacity braked5/unbraked [kg] 150 | 1000, 1800, 2000, 25006/750

Loading area [m2] | loading volume [m3] | max. loading length [mm] – | – | 2408

Turning circle Ø [m]/track circle Ø [m] Front-wheel/rear-wheel drive 12.9/12.2 | 11.8/11.1

1928
2244

H up to approx. 548
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90 11
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4895
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Long Vito Tourer with 3200mm wheelbase Extra-long Vito Tourer with 3430mm wheelbase

3.05 3.2 3.05 3.2

109 BlueTEC – 109 BlueTEC –

111 BlueTEC – 111 BlueTEC –

114 BlueTEC 114 BlueTEC 114 BlueTEC 114 BlueTEC

116 BlueTEC 116 BlueTEC 116 BlueTEC 116 BlueTEC

119 BlueTEC 119 BlueTEC 119 BlueTEC 119 BlueTEC

PRO: 2001–2030 SELECT: 2025–2065 PRO: 2031–2055 SELECT: 2056–2090

PRO: 770–1184 SELECT: 735–1159 PRO: 745–1159 SELECT: 744–1134

4050/4800/5050/55504 5050/5200/55504 4050/4800/5050/55504 5050/5200/55504

150 | 1000, 1800, 2000, 25006/750 150 | 2000, 25006/750 150 | 1000, 1800, 2000, 25006/750 150 | 2000, 25006/750

– | 0.99 (1.22) | 2653 – | – | 2883

12.9/12.2 | 11.8/11.1 13.7/13.0 | 12.5/11.8

1928
2244

1928
2244

H up to approx.

133718
90 11

95
H

H up to approx. 
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H
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05
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a) b) a) b) c) d)

e)
961

3200
5140

895

c) d)

e) 3430
5370

895

961

decreasing the kerb weight. For further information, contact your Mercedes-Benz Dealer. 4 Increased gross combination weight in conjunction with reinforced trailer coupling available as optional equipment, depending on variant. 5 Depending on drive system. 6 Higher towing capacity possible in conj. with  
reinforced trailer coupling, available as optional equipment, depending on drive system.
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Torque curves:
Nm Rated torque

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100

800 1600 2400 3200 4000 4800

Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions

Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.

For vehicles with Euro 6 Gr. I emissions standard 
and 4 x 2 front-wheel drive

Engine Transmission Rear axle ratio1 CO2 emissions  
[g/km]2

Fuel consumption [mpg]2, 3

Urban Extra-urban Combined 

109 BlueTEC M6 4.187 164 35.8 50.4 44.8

111 BlueTEC M6 4.187 164 35.8 50.4 44.8

For vehicles with Euro 6 Gr. I emissions standard
and 4 x 2 rear-wheel drive

Engine Transmission Rear axle ratio1 CO2 emissions  
[g/km]2

Fuel consumption [mpg]2, 3

Urban Extra-urban Combined 

114 BlueTEC
M6 3.467 171 33.2 53.3 43.5

A7 3.267 161 39.2 51.4 46.3

116 BlueTEC
M6 3.267 163 35.8 54.3 45.6

A7 2.933 158 39.8 54.1 47.1

119 BlueTEC A7 2.933 158 39.8 54.1 47.1

1 Stated rear axle ratio is standard equipment. Other rear axle ratios available as an option.

2 The figures shown were obtained in accordance with the prescribed measuring method (Directive [EC] 715/2007 in 
the currently applicable version). Information according to Directive 1999/94/EEC in the currently applicable version: 
the figures are not based on an individual vehicle model and do not constitute part of the product offer; they are 
provided solely for purposes of comparison between vehicle models.

3 Fuel tank capacity for vehicles with diesel engine approx. 57 l. 

  Genuine Accessories (e.g. roof rails, bicycle racks, etc.) may alter relevant vehicle characteristics, 
e.g. weight, rolling resistance and drag and, in addition to traffic and weather conditions, influence consumption 
and performance figures. 

Key to the table: M6 = 6-speed manual transmission ECO Gear; A7 = 7-speed automatic transmission 7G-TRONIC PLUS

diesel engine OM 622 DE16LA 88hp (65kW)

diesel engine OM 622 DE16LA 114hp (84kW)

diesel engine OM 651 DE22LA 136hp (100kW)

diesel engine OM 651 DE22LA 163hp (120kW)

diesel engine OM 651 DE22LA 190hp (140kW)

440Nm

380Nm

330Nm

270Nm230Nm

Engine speed rpm



41 Test drive

Give it a try.

Every good working relationship begins with a trial period. A period for you to get to 
know the Vito Tourer more thoroughly and be convinced of its strengths in every 
on-road situation. Drive a genuine Mercedes-Benz van and discover a vehicle whose  
tenacity, operational reliability and economic efficiency will benefit any business 
– from the very first journey you make.

The Dealer search function at www.mbvans.co.uk provides a simple way to find 
your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz Dealer. We hope you enjoy your test drive.

www.mbvans.co.uk/vito



Take-back of end-of-life vehicles. We shall be pleased to take back your Vito Tourer at the end of its long life for environment-friendly disposal in accordance with the 
European Union (EU) End-Of-Life Vehicle Directive. But that day lies a long way off. To make the process as straightforward as possible, a network of vehicle take-back 
depots and dismantlers exists to allow you to return your vehicle free of charge. By using this facility, you will be making an important contribution to completing the 
recycling loop and conserving resources. For further information about the recycling and disposal of end-of-life vehicles, and the take-back conditions, please refer 
to the Mercedes-Benz website for your country.

Please note: Changes may have been made to the product since this brochure went to press (October 2015). The manufacturer reserves the right to make 
changes to the design, form, colour or specification during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can 
be deemed reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where the vendor or manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, 
no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations and descriptions may include accessories and items of optional equipment which are not part of 
standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing process. This brochure may also 
contain models and services which are not available in certain countries.

VIT_TOURER. Printed in the UK.




